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Week 2: Have Data, Will Map

Forrest J. Bowlick
Intro GIS,
UMass-Amherst

Overview
• Discuss ‘the map’
– Ominous noises

• Thinking Spatially with GIS
• Examples of Tools and Spatial Operations

GIS is an
‘abstraction’
of Reality

What is a map?
‘A map is a graphical representation
of the milieu’
Milieu means environment, and in this context broadly includes all
aspects of the cultural and physical environment.
Here, milieu also includes mental abstractions that are not physically
present on the geographic landscape (e.g. people's attitudes) yet can
clearly be mapped.
A. H. Robinson and B. Bartz Petchenik. 1976. The Nature of Maps: Essays Toward Understanding Maps and
Meaning. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. pp. 16-17.

“The quality of the map is also in part an aesthetic
matter. Maps should have harmony within
themselves. An ugly map, with crude colors, careless
line work, and disagreeable poorly arranged
lettering may be intrinsically as accurate as a
beautiful map but is less likely to inspire
confidence.”

John K. Wright, cartographer and historian, and
former director, American Geographical Society

Maps in Many Forms
• Maps are everywhere. When a map is made,
decisions on what data to show (and how)
drive the construction of the map.
• We use maps to answer spatial questions.

All of Us Map Everything Always
• We each have our own way of representing
the world: our mental maps.
• You are already accomplished mappers, so
let’s put you to the test.

Mapping mapping mapping
• Pull out a piece of paper (blank preferred,
lined ok) that you are willing to part with (i.e.
turn in) (put your name on it).
• Map campus, including where you’ve been
today on campus.

Review of Maps will Commence Shortly

Maps are Unique Representations
• When making a map, you have unique
abilities in decision making:
– Control over content
– Control over area
– Control over emphasis
– Focus on spatial relationships
– Analogue of the real world

Maps are Also…
• Communications Devices
• Historical, cultural, and technological
artifacts
• Political Documents
• Creators of Features
• Tools

Control over
Content

Control
over
Emphasis

Control over Area
(with bonus
political/cultural
statement?)

https://tfl.gov.uk/tfl/syndication/widgets/tu
bemap/default-search.html
http://www.london-tubemap.com/

Focus on spatial relationships/real world analogu

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/co
mmons/thumb/2/29/Minard.png/1920pxMinard.png

Communications device (and historical artifact)

Via BBC

Via NYT

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/election/2016/

Via WaPo

How do Maps Create?
• ‘Lines in the sand’

Are Maps Political?
• NOT ‘can you map politics with maps’
– (we just did that)

• But instead a consideration of whether our
mapping acts make political statements.
• Link

http://deadspin.com/map-of-2018-olympics-venues-stirs-up-international-conf-1791430436

Good Map/Bad Map
• Good? Bad?
• Why? Why not?
• https://www.citylab.com/design/2015/06/wh
en-maps-lie/396761/

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-HBzk9BTc808/TViz39TBopI/AAAAAAAAALc/OqmOvkWQjN0/s1600/nyt-badmaps-1892.jpg

Representations of Reality
• Maps and GIS abstract reality, and how that
reality is recomposed determines how it is
represented.
• Your choices as a GIS user will determine
how people see reality.

Relevance to GIS

• GIS output is often a map.

– People produce more maps than ever now that
GIS’s are available.

• Representational issues are very important for
that reason.
– Need for cartographic principles and understanding
is increased by the availability of GIS.
– GIS is helping to broaden the forms of maps we can
feasibly produce.

Judy M. Olson (1998). Maps as
Representations of the World, NCGIA
Core Curriculum in GIS, National Center
for Geographic Information and
Analysis,
University of California, Santa Barbara,
Unit 020

Is it Spatial?!

Kahoot.it
https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/4aac4617-d418-4522-a3846419e3aff903

Thinking Spatially
• GIS is not just a digital mapmaker! It is a
way of thinking and solving problems.
• Start thinking about the scope of problems
for which GIS is useful.
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Types of Spatial Data Available:
•Vector Data
•Raster Data
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Types of Spatial Data Available:
•Vector Data – also known as a ‘shapefile’
•Raster Data – also known as a ‘grid’
ArcGIS specific
terminology
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Types of Spatial Data Available:
•Vector Data
•Names
•Attributes
•Locations

•Raster Data
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Types of Spatial Data Available:
•Vector Data
•Names
•Attributes
•Locations

•Raster Data

In ArcMap:
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Types of Spatial Data Available:
•Vector Data
•Names
•Attributes
•Locations

•Raster Data

In Windows explorer:
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Types of Spatial Data Available:
•Vector Data
•Raster Data
•Images
•Continuous
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Types of Spatial Data Available:
•Vector Data
•Raster Data
•Images
•Continuous

In ArcMap:

Output
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Types of Spatial Data Available:
•Vector Data
•Raster Data
•Images
•Continuous

In Windows explorer:
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Sources of Spatial Data:
• Websites
• Purchased data (e.g., remotely sensed imagery)
• Faculty & graduate students
• Create your own!

www.mass.gov/mgis/
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Data Management:
• Spatial data rely on databases, so they require
database management
• Currently lots of movement towards online and
multi-user geodatabases
• We will not spend any time on spatial data

management in this class
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What you need to know about data management:
• Spatial data often
have metadata
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What you need to know about data management:
• Spatial data often have metadata
• ALWAYS use ArcCatalog to move spatial data
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Analysis of Spatial Data is key in GIS
• Querying of data layers
• Links between data layers
• Statistical Analysis
• Spatial Modeling

Output

Example: Selection Tools
How many public ice rinks are located in Boston?

Example: Selection Tools I
How many public ice rinks are located in Boston?

Example: Selection Tools II
How many ice rinks are located in Essex County?
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GIS Output at its best is:
• Information rich
• Understandable (Intuitive!)
• We’ll talk more about cartography at the

start of lab this week

Output

